Montague Legacy

The talent and experience that provided highly reliable Montague material handling systems to the Power and Pulp and Paper industries has come back together in an alliance of companies to offer a variety of services to our past customers. B.L. Montague is remembered for the material handling systems provided to industry—most of which are still operating today, but with time, require refurbishment or upgrade. As customers requested assistance, there was no focal point for responding—until now.

The Montague Legacy Group has been formed independent of B.L. Montague Co. In order to respond to customer needs. The Montague Legacy Group is comprised of former Montague Systems employees and sub-contractors who still maintain the standards of design integrity for which Montague was known. Group member companies will be assembled to perform specific project requirements in such a way as to maximize the value to the customer without sacrificing system standards.
Utility & Power Generation Systems

Many power plants and utilities depend upon coal handling facilities by Montague. Systems for utilities are engineered and furnished to the highest standards of quality and dependability for operation on continuous schedules in receiving, storing, reclaiming, crushing, and delivering coal to pulverizers at the power plant.

Montague furnished complete systems including dust suppression and dust collection systems, sample systems, ventilation systems, air and water supply or removal systems, sophisticated electrical control and electrical supply systems, and certified weighing systems.

Bulk Handling for Pulp and Paper

Montague Systems and equipment were designed and furnished to paper mill standards of ruggedness and dependability. Montague has furnished conveyor systems throughout the U.S., including those where climatic conditions dictate unique design requirements.

Montague furnished equipment for every phase of pulp and paper mill operations, including:

- Wood Handling systems
- Purchased Chip Installations
- Woodrooms
- Sludge Systems
- Screening
- Debarking and Chipping
- Flumes and Dewatering
- Chip and Pulp Handling
- Boiler Fuel Systems
- Lime and Limestone Handling
- Upgrading and Slashing
- Roundwood Systems

Scope of Supply

By choosing to work with MLG, you are assured of having the right specialist for the project. The Group’s scope of services include:

- Engineering evaluations and upgrades of B.L. Montague coal handling or woodyard systems.
- Feasibility studies for all types of bulk material handling systems.
- Civil, structural, mechanical, electrical, and control engineering.
- Project management and procurement services.
- Maintenance, repair and rebuild services.